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Long-term and seasonal terminus records can help to 
elucidate the specific controls on individual glaciers

Marine-terminating outlet glacier terminus change is 
controlled by ice-ocean-bed-atmosphere interactions

Jakobshavn Isbrae terminus positions (1942, 2001-2005)



Terminus change mapped from satellite and aerial imagery is 
used extensively to understand how Greenland outlet glaciers 
adjust to climatic changes over a range of time scales

Murray et al. (2010)
Picked sub-annual time series of glacier termini 2000-2010

Catania et al. (2018)
Picked all available landsat images for West Greenland glaciers



The lack of a centralized collection of spatially and temporally 
detailed observations of terminus change means the impact of 
glacier geometry and climate on mass loss is highly uncertain

These efforts are also disparate, covering different 
areas and times, with different file types and 

metadata, making it difficult for intercomparison



And there are massive amounts of data to pick from! 

Landsat missions, 1972-present (Wulder et al., 2019)

The dramatic increase in satellite coverage in the 
21st century presents both an opportunity and a 
challenge for tracking terminus changes in detail

Satellite and aerial imagery coverage over Greenland outlet glaciers



● Data will be cleaned, associated with appropriate images, and compiled so they 
can be easily accessed by scientists

● Data are organized in shapefiles per glacier, identified using Joughin et al. (2017) 
glacier numbering scheme

● Metadata include image type, date, and quality flags so they can be easily 
queried programmatically and in GIS 

● Ultimately, these data will be used to create training data for further automatic 
picking efforts

Collecting manually digitized terminus picks into a 
single database

Example of metadata from CALFIN



CALFIN (Calving Front Machine)

Uses neural networks to automate 
detection of glacier termini
Led by:

Daniel Cheng & Wayne Hayes (UC Irvine)

Machine learning techniques for automated picking can reduce 
time-intensive hand-picking of termini for future and missing data

Performance example:
Manual terminus positions in green
CALFIN identified positions in red
Overlap between methods in yellow

See Daniel’s work 
in this session!



Conditions such as shadows 
or heavy melange may require 
hand-picking and additional 
training data

GEEDiT (Google Earth Engine Digitisation Tool)

Used to hand-pick termini on images where the ML 
technique is not able to fully pick the glacier front
Developed by James Lea (U Liverpool, IcePicks team 

member, and session chair!)

GEEDiT interface



Do you have data you want to share? 
Ideas for training data? Want updates on 

the product?
Email Sophie Goliber, sgoliber@utexas.edu

Data will be submitted to Earth System Science Data (ESSD) with proper 
authorship for those involved in the project and data shared

mailto:sgoliber@utexas.edu

